Social Distance Education:
ZOOM and other resources for teaching and learning.
Keeping the classroom open when the building is closed.

General Observations:
• You must provide a quality learning experience and prove the value of your Christian school in these circumstances.
• Teachers are going to have to work as hard as they have ever worked. This isn’t a snow day.

Top Recommendation:
G Suite for Education and Google Classroom.
Recorded webinar – COVID-19 Resources tab on AACS website. Dr. David Warren.
Other Recommendations:

• ZOOM
• Educreations -- Recorded webinar under COVID-19 Resources tab on AACS website. (Emily Fisher)
• On-Line Resources for At-Home Instruction (COVID-19 Resources)

Elements for Success:

• Core 5 +
  • "Monday Packets"
  • Essential for K-2
  • Important for 3-12
  • Courier Service?

Elements for Success:

• Resources Document: links to numerous online sources for digital content.
• BJU Press and Abeka Book streaming lessons.
• Authentic Assessments
• Parent-Supervised Tests
Elements for Success:

• Office Hours for Teachers – on campus or online
• Daily log maintained by students – time and activities

Elements for Success:

• Remember multi-student families!
• Choose one LMS or approach and use it uniformly. Tech-savvy teachers may use multiple tools, but there should be one uniform basic structure.
• Exponentially increase communication with parents!

Elements for Success—Lesson Plans:

• Provide a recommended schedule for each day.
• Provide a lesson plan for each lesson.
• Provide links to online activities in your lesson plans.